Dr. Weaver Appoints 4 Deans; Other Posts To Be Filled Soon

By MICHAEL EDWARDS

The approval of four new Deans by the Baruch College Committee of the B.H.E. was announced by President Weaver just before the snow closed Baruch for two days. Mr. Peter J. Rosner was named Assistant Commissioner of College Planning and Student Services. This action was approved by the Board of Higher Education at their last meeting next Monday. The two acting appointments will expire in June while the other two are regular appointments.

Mr. Rosner is currently Assistant Regional Administrator for Administration, Development, and Student Affairs. He has been at Baruch for five years and is a member of the New York City College faculties. He will be responsible for putting much of the clerical operation on the Autumn Date Processing Equipment.

Registration Probe

According to President Weaver, one of the new Deans, Administration will be to completely investigate and revise the registration procedures.

There is a good chance that Dean Rosner will be able to schedule eight new appointments. The four appointments are subject to the final approval of the Board of Higher Education at their meeting next Monday. The two acting appointments will expire in June while the other two are regular appointments.

The four appointments are subject to the final approval of the Board of Higher Education at their meeting next Monday. The two acting appointments will expire in June while the other two are regular appointments.

Trouble Getting To Class? They're Painting The Stairs

Have you had trouble getting to class because of a closed staircase? Well don't complain! The reason the stairs are closed according to Building and Grounds head Mr. John Bishel is for painting.

The painting was scheduled for last summer but a painter struck the original contract and forfeited the contract. New bids were let in December after special permission was received from the Comptroller's office. According to Mr. Davison of the Baruch Business manager's office, the painting will include all the stairways, 12 rooms in the Administration Office, 18 classrooms, 4 toilets, the 10th Floor Cafeteria, the Gym and Locker room, the closets of the Library and some others, and the entrance areas.

Most of the work will be done during the spring vacation but their will not be enough time to paint all of the rooms, therefore, some of the work is being done now.

It is expected that the stairways will be completed this week.

The painters at work

CUNY Budget Cuts Prompt Major Student Mobilization

The City University of New York's future as a part of the liberal arts program has been questioned by President Weaver just before the snow closed Baruch for two days. Mr. Peter J. Rosner was named Assistant Commissioner of College Planning and Student Services. This action was approved by the Board of Higher Education at their last meeting next Monday. The two acting appointments will expire in June while the other two are regular appointments.

Mr. Rosner is currently Assistant Regional Administrator for Administration, Development, and Student Affairs. He has been at Baruch for five years and is a member of the New York City College faculties. He will be responsible for putting much of the clerical operation on the Autumn Date Processing Equipment.
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I interviewed Mr. Sklar and asked him if he knew anything about the toilet paper crisis. He said that he was not aware of the situation. He explained that the toilet paper was bought by himself, and that the Board of Higher Education required that all purchases be put out for three bids, with the lowest bid getting the contract. He also mentioned that the toilet paper there required very rapid drying, and that the toilet paper in the men's restroom did not dry quickly enough. I decided to venture into the women's restroom to see if the situation was any better. It was not.

The toilet paper here needed substantial improvement. It was very thin, and it did not come in rolls, but in separate sheets. I wondered how much Johnson's Baby Powder I would need to use to make up for the lack of toilet paper. I remembered a story I had heard of a shower that was so weak that the water only reached the floor. I decided to venture into the showers for midday relief.

I left my house, and it was very thin. In order to use the toilet paper, I had to use two sheets at a time, because the toilet paper would tear easily. I wondered how much Johnson's Baby Powder I would need to use to make up for the lack of toilet paper. I remembered a story I had heard of a shower that was so weak that the water only reached the floor. I decided to venture into the showers for midday relief.
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Uprising at City College State Financial Aid to be Denied. Admin. Building Seized To Many Student Lawbreakers

On Tuesday, the student body at City College State University in New York City voted to escalate their protest against the denial of state financial aid to students who have been convicted of serious crimes. The protest began with a small demonstration on Monday, but by Tuesday, the number of student activists had grown to several hundred. They occupied the administration building and took control of the police station, demanding the release of all students currently in custody for minor offenses.

The protest was sparked by the recent decision of the New York State Education Department to deny financial aid to students who have a criminal record. The students argue that this policy is unfair and discriminatory, and that it disproportionately affects students of color.

"We are fighters," said one demonstrator. "We are not criminals. We are students." The protesters have vowed to continue their occupation until their demands are met.

---

Student Filmmakers Compete for Honors

NEW YORK, N.Y. - Student filmmakers from across the country will converge on the campus of New York University this weekend to compete for top honors in the Fourth National Student Film Festival.

The festival, which is open to all college and university students, features a wide range of films, including documentaries, dramatic features, and experimental shorts. Judging will be done by a panel of industry professionals, including Academy Award-winning directors and producers.

The festival opens on Saturday with a special screening of "THX-1138," a science fiction film directed by George Lucas. The screening will be followed by a panel discussion with Lucas and other industry leaders.

The festival closes on Monday with an awards ceremony, where winners will be announced.

---

Counseling Service

The counseling center is open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday. Appointments may be made by calling 212-998-7500.

---

Roberta Abravanel, 12-2
Little and Big King-Makers

Non-Revolution

Over is an incredibly non-social society. I can't understand why good friendships, the whole thing of Money's, only plays itself out - the whole thing of knowing people. They're getting well along. You can even know them. They're being well along.

The President Everett Waver said that an exploratory catier for a Dean of Liberal Arts would be made. The Department Chairmen are in a quandary about who should receive the appointment. The Student Council soon after adopted a similar resolution.

"It would seem that several important facts concerning the selection of faculty members were completely ignored when the two groups took action. It is possible that the Student Council may very well be the key decision-making body here on campus.""}

"So was said by Deb Newton to me, concerning the situation that is to follow this term. It is clear to all that the faculty need to be addressed and rethought as a whole."

"With all due respect for the faculty members, I firmly believe that it is the key decision-making body here on campus."

"I'm not sure if that is where you want to be at, solid, but don't bullshit dupes of the establishment. We will continue to believe that vacuum, they will know what hypocrites we are."

"Inevitably the successes of that youth in that area, led us to the process is not so smooth, so horizontal. After all, what was happening before. The question, then, is what Is the power to do evil."

"You are 41 students. You have the power to stand up to apoint by point evaluation with any other. We must realize that I're Weaver can not stand up to a point by point evaluation with any other."

"The appointment of a Dean of Liberal Arts at the Ticker incorporated the Student Council's."

"The rooms selected in part for their quality of the post-industrial society..."
Cultural Genocide" Hillel Dispels Myth

By Drury Raine

The entire hierarchy of Jewish educational institutions has been charged with "cooling the intellectual development" of the students. The most telling statements are reprinted from the New York Times. "Many Jews have asked to withdraw their children from these schools," says Mr. Sklar. "I'm in the process of hearing that."

Delta Phi Epsilon National Sorority

OPEN TEA

All Girls Invited

Sunday, February 23, 1969

323 Park Ave. So.

3:15 P.M.

Corner 24th St.

Interested In Music?

Mr. Greenwald is organizing Instrumental Groups. There are openings for trumpet, saxophone, trombone, guitar, piano, bass and drums.

Day and Evening Session.

Meetings on

Wednesday and Thursday

in North Lounge, Student Center.

Contact Mrs. Lockwood for more information.

DELTA PHI EPSILON NATIONAL SORORITY
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S.C. Endorses Professor Lavender As Dean Of Liberal Arts

Dr. Lavender, Acting Associate Dean of Faculty, has been overwhelmingly endorsed by the Liberal Arts faculty for the position of Dean of Liberal Arts. The vote was taken at a meeting of the faculty, and Dr. Lavender received unanimous support. The endorsement was based on his many years of service to the university, his contributions to the academic community, and his dedication to the welfare of students. The faculty believes that Dr. Lavender is the ideal candidate to lead the Liberal Arts department into the future.

The faculty also expressed its support for the administration's decision to cut the budgets of all departments by 20%. This move was prompted by the continuing financial crisis faced by the university. The faculty recognized the importance of maintaining the quality of education in the face of these difficult times.

The faculty further discussed the issue of student involvement in the university's budget process. The faculty urged the administration to involve students in the decision-making process, to ensure that their voices are heard and that their needs are considered.

The faculty concluded its meeting by expressing its confidence in the administration and its commitment to the university's success.

The faculty agreed to hold another meeting in the near future to discuss further issues affecting the university.

Budget
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The statement concluded by expressing the students' support for the administration's decision to cut the budgets of all departments by 20%. The students emphasized the importance of maintaining the quality of education in the face of these difficult times and urged the administration to consider the students' concerns.

The statement ended by expressing the students' confidence in the administration and their commitment to the university's success.

The statement agreed to hold another meeting in the near future to discuss further issues affecting the university.
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Baruch Wins Eight Out of Ten Cagers Top Columbia Pharm

The Baruch basketball team put together a 15-2 streak midway in the first half to take a lead it never relinquished as it defeated the Columbia College of Pharmacy, 62-41, in Hansen Hall, Friday night.

In the second half, Baruch completed the job. Columbia has lost all six of its starts.

Columbia led early in the game and were in front 11-10 after nine minutes. Mark Stein tied the game with a free throw and then put Baruch ahead by scoring on a rebound of a missed shot. Mark Pomer hit from outside before the Lions got a basket.

Baruch came back with eight straight points as they found holes in the Lion's zone defense. Pomer hit from the corner, then added two foul shots. Ken Rosenhein hit on a short jump shot. Two free throws by Rosenhein made it 23-19 with 7:02 left. Coach George Wolfe then substituted virtually every new team and Columbia was able to close to within 25-23 at the half. Baruch then slowed the game down and forced the Lions to commit turnovers. The half ended with the home club taking a 43-34 lead.

In the second half, the Baruch team put together a 13-2 streak midway in the first half, taking lead passes from Dan Hoffman, hit three baskets in the sport. Ken Rosenhein hit one drive and Larry Anderson scored from the corner.

Wolfe put in a new team and Charlie Roane beam hit for points in the next six minutes to keep Baruch comfortable in front. Roane beam wound up with 11 points for his showing of the year.

Stein wound up with 13 points and 14 rebounds. Hoffman had 11 points to go with seven assists. Petson was high eight points. Nine of the 11 players used by Baruch scored.

Niles Slater led Columbia with 13 points and 11 rebounds. No other Lion was in double figures.

They made only 16 field goals in 69 tries and nine of 25 foul shots.

Reagan...
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resources and academic freedom.

The problem is particularly cruel for people who generally support such student demands as the admission of more minority group students and more courses in Negro and Mexican-American culture and history. The student's viewpoint was expressed at the panel discussion yesterday by Rex Gay, student body president at Columbia University.

Gay, student body president at Columbia University, said:

"Unfortunately, it seems that the only way we can get reform in this country is in response to a crisis."

DeFrancesco, Kobisher Win Bowling Tourney

The Intramural Bowling Tournament ended on Friday, Dec. 13, and it was one of those rare days for the leaders of the tournament; both leaders finished second. In the men's division, Frank DeFrancesco finished first with a 181 average and 78.92 Petersen points. Don Stootkoski finished second with 77.06 points. Don Petersen Points and a 185 average. Peter Zinkowitz had the high game of the tournament-266. Alan Steinberg rolled the high series of the tournament-549. Larry Anderson and Ken Pomer finished with 185 averages. Alan Steinberg and Mark Johnson had 10 each.

They are active in the Baruch Alumni Association, and the author of many books.